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Abstract

This study adopts two distinct perspectives, employer and employee, to analyze the affordances of digital occupational health (DOH) systems and their appropriation. Data were collected in the context of a European collaborative research project that aims at developing a data integration infrastructure for context-aware health surveillance at the workplace. For employers the main affordance was to detect and prevent the health issues of their workforce. The main affordance from employee’s point of view was the possibility of being more self-conscious at work. However, the application of these systems might instigate several tensions, in particular those between privacy and security / wellbeing, between work and leisure activities, and between work and leisure roles. The findings of this study allow to direct future research on DOH systems to focus and eventually derive design principles that promise DOH systems to gain better acceptance and create higher added-value for all involved stakeholders.

1. Introduction

A high rate of work-related accidents and diseases, as well as the rapid aging of the world’s population, have not only had an impact on corporate productivity and profitability, they also threaten the lives of employees [1]. Following advancements in low-cost and unobtrusive wearable computing devices, employers have begun providing their employees with wearable devices as part of their occupational safety and health prevention strategy (e.g., [2, 3]). Wearable computing devices, in concert with algorithmic decision-making, quantified feedback with the ability to handle contextual awareness, subject-specific models, and personalization, can facilitate employees’ active management and improvement of their health and wellbeing at work [4-6]. In this study, the term digital occupational health (DOH) is used to refer to these types of technologies. Analyzing the aggregated environmental, physiological, and psychological data of the workforce may bring forth unknown and as yet hidden workplace dynamics. Actionable insights from the analysis of these dynamics will help employers improve the work environment such that employees will become healthier and more productive [7].

Although the adoption of digital health monitoring systems has been studied in both private and clinical contexts, the corporate adoption of these systems would have distinct characteristics. Sensitive and highly personal health-related information collected in a non-health context impacts employees’ security and privacy in ways that make sharing, aggregating, sorting, and analyzing the data particularly challenging [8]. Furthermore, DOH systems involve different types of stakeholders as end users (both employees and employers), with possible conflicts among their use intentions. In cases of conflict, employees can either completely reject the adoption of technology, or selectively adopt particular features [9].

While the scientific community has begun to show interest in the design, implementation, and deployment of DOH systems (e.g., [10, 11]), the focus has primarily been on technical aspects. Consequently, the literature is currently missing any substantial reference to how organizations should be prepared for DOH adoption and its consequences in terms of impact, change, and readiness of the organization’s social structure. To enhance the general understanding of the dynamic interactions among the social actors and the DOH artifact, as well as DOH’s influences on employees’ attitudes and impacts on their behavior, we rely upon a framework rooted in technology affordances theory employed in management information systems (MIS) [12]. Thus, our research addresses the following research questions:

- What do users expect from the introduction of DOH systems to their companies?
- How will the introduction of DOH systems influence users’ beliefs and actions?

This research is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews prior studies on personal health monitoring systems and the affordance concept. Section 3 details our research setting, data collection, and analysis procedures. Section 4 summarizes our findings. In section 5, based on the evidence we obtained from two qual-
tative inductive case studies, we analyze both the practical and theoretical implications of the adoption of DOH systems. This discussion is followed by the conclusion and outline of future work.

2. Background

2.1. Personal health monitoring systems

Personal health monitoring systems (PHMS) include “any electronic device or system that monitors and records data about a health-related aspect of a person’s life” [13]. PHMS emphasize the provision of self-care services to individuals. Such services involve any stage of the care cycle, and enable the prevention, early diagnosis, and management of chronic diseases [14]. These systems have also been used for a wide range of other purposes, including the physiological monitoring of healthy people, safety monitoring, home rehabilitation, the assessment of treatment efficacy, and early detection of disorders [15]. Thus, their main purpose is to provide a means of self-engaging with and managing individuals’ health statuses and minimizing their interactions with healthcare actors. However, legal and societal obstacles, issues related to the real application of wearable devices, inappropriate use of support systems, and the skepticism of many healthcare professionals have resulted in few effective implementations [14].

The technologies required to enable PHMS goals consist of three main categories: sensing and data collection hardware for collecting physiological, movement, and environmental data; communication hardware and software for relaying data to a remote center; and data analysis techniques for extracting clinically relevant information from the physiological and movement data. PHMS technologies are personalized (tailored to each user’s needs), adaptive (responsive to the user and their environment), and preventative (they anticipate users’ desires as far in the future as possible, without conscious mediation). The miniaturization of sensors and electronic circuits based on the use of microelectronics has played a key role in the development of PHMS. Measuring physiological aspects such as heart rate, respiratory rate, blood pressure, blood oxygen saturation, and muscle activity are some of these sensors’ capabilities [15]. Wearable devices must be unobtrusive, easy to use, comfortable to wear, efficient in power consumption, privacy compliant, and offer a very low failure rate and high level of accuracy for triggering alarms, especially if used for diagnostic purposes [16]. Wearable sensors are often combined with ambient sensors when subjects are monitored in a closed environment [15, 17].

2.2. Affordance concept

The concept of affordance in information systems (IS) research [9, 18-21] has its roots in ecological psychology [22]. The focus of this theory is on the possibility of actions that an object in an environment offers to an organism, either for good or ill [22]. In Gibson’s view, an affordance cuts across the subjective-objective dichotomy and helps us understand its inadequacy [22]. A simple example of an affordance is the sit-ability of a tree stump. The actualization of this affordance depends upon human needs, the sitting individual’s characteristics, use context, and properties of the tree stump. For instance, the stump’s size and height should match the body size of the person sitting on it. But the sit-ability of the tree stump is also affected by the seating opportunities in its direct neighborhood.

Majchrzak and Markus [12] define technology affordance as “action potential, that is, to what an individual or organization with a particular purpose can do with a technology or information system.” Their technology affordance concept emphasizes how social and material agents interact in an organizational setting, how people use information systems, and how the use of information systems affect individuals, organizations, and their performance. The concept of technology affordance facilitates theories on the effects of introducing new systems into organizations [23]. Affordances can bridge the gap between theories that emphasize only psychological or social behaviors and concepts that ignore the role of human intention and behavior [24, 25].

Leonardi [9] explains how the introduction of information technology into an organization, as viewed through the affordance lens, either adjusts the routines of social actors or produces new affordances for the technology, that were not initially intended by the system’s designers. The application of an affordance perspective to the introduction of DOH systems to organizations allows us to gain a clearer understanding of the interplay among social actors (as people or organizational intents) and technical artifacts.

The affordances exist in relation to artifacts characterized by their features, and social actors with specific areas of expertise and goals [26]. Affordances are conditions that enable interactions among users and DOH artifact [27]. These conditions include properties related to the social actor (e.g., individual and organizational intentions, expectations, motivations, needs, and knowledge) and the technical artifact (its functions or features) [8].

Building upon this theory of affordance, the model in Figure 1 displays the process of affordance appropriation as the user chooses how to utilize an ar-
tifact’s features and produces certain effects [28]. Affordances are preconditions for an action. As the potential for action, they must be actualized by the social actor to realize their potential or effect [23]. The actualization of affordances may be influenced by any factors related to the social and technical properties of the interaction.

Figure 1. Affordance appropriation framework

3. Method

3.1. Research setting

The results presented in this study are based on two instrumental cases, the two pilot studies of the Active@work project [29]. This project was funded by the European Commission and the Swiss State Secretariat for Education, Research, and Innovation. This work supports senior employees in their effort to efficiently perform job-related tasks without risking their health. The goal of Active@work is proper management of the negative impacts of aging and work-related health issues such as stress and fatigue – both physiological and psychological – on employees’ performance and productivity. The project’s team is currently developing an innovative data integration infrastructure for context-aware surveillance, meaning that data are analyzed according to two main dimensions: the health status of each individual and the environmental conditions of the workplace. Figure 2 illustrates an overview of this system. In order to accomplish the project’s goal, the solution will:

- Monitor the health statuses of senior employees in the workplace through wearable devices capable of periodically collecting data (e.g., ECG, glycaemia, blood pressure, pulse rate, body temperature, etc.);
- Monitor the environmental conditions in the workplace with the help of environmental sensors (e.g., air quality, temperature, noise, etc.);
- Wirelessly report these data to a central server for processing;
- Provide operational intelligence with a proactive model and predictive algorithms for recognizing behavioral trends and early detection of personal health risks;
- Provide personalized reports to employees;
- Provide aggregated reports to employers; and
- Trigger alert messages when the thresholds related to individual health conditions are exceeded.

Deployment of the system will be conducted in two dissimilar work environments in the services sector. One pilot study is located in an international IT services company that offers end-to-end consulting, systems integration, and managed services. This pilot (the white collar pilot) includes the participation of senior consultants and/or directors facing a high level of mental pressure, low level of physical activity, and long work hours. The other pilot study (the blue collar pilot) is in a leisure park designed as a location for people to spend their holidays while enjoying diverse recreational options. Facilities are both indoors and outdoors, appropriate for all ages, include relaxing or exciting activities, and offer opportunities to shop, eat, and drink. This pilot addresses the park’s technical maintenance staff and operational management team. These maintenance employees experience a high physical workload because of the size of the leisure park and short timespan within which defects must be corrected.

3.2. Data collection

We have adopted an inductive qualitative design for use in our research study [30]. Two rounds of semi-structured interviews were conducted at the pilot sites. To recruit interviewees, we followed a purposive sampling strategy and actively involved employees likely to be affected by the introduction of a DOH system by their employer. Twelve interviews with nine white collar and three blue collar workers were conducted between June and September of 2015. The respondents taking part in the qualitative inquiry (five men and seven women) were, on average, 48 years of age and had worked for approximately 12 years in their current positions. Three of the respondents were working in management positions and nine had no management responsibilities. Each interview lasted approximately 60 minutes and began with broad, unobtrusive questions regarding the pilot company’s current occupational health program and participants’ previous personal experiences with quantified self-technologies.
(at work and/or in the home). This was followed by a clear definition of what we understood to be a DOH system, and more specific questions regarding the possible role of DOH technology in the interviewees’ work environments. During the interviews, we permitted an ongoing process of refocusing and reconceptualization, as suggested by Bouchard [31], in order to allow the interviewees to reformulate their ideas more precisely, using examples from their daily work experiences.

All interviews were recorded and the answers were transcribed verbatim; subsequently, these transcriptions were returned to the interviewees so that they could perform timely reviews for accuracy. In order to systematically analyze the interview transcripts, we used open coding [32]. The coding process began with two researchers classifying all of the open codes, in order to derive meaningful concepts. Differences of opinion among the researchers were discussed until they agreed upon a set of concepts.

4. Findings

The outcome of the data analysis was two sets of expected affordances for employees and employers, as well as three influencing factors related to affordance appropriation (values, roles, and action tensions). Below, we explain the distinct categories that emerged from the inductive data analysis. Our findings are supported by citations from the case data.

4.1. DOH affordances

In this study, we identified two sets of affordances for the “employer” and “employee” user groups. Table 1 provides a synthesis of our findings.

We observed two different types of affordances from the employer’s point of view. The first was the possibility of finding patterns in employee work behaviors and detecting and preventing the root causes of particular health issues. Within this affordance, employers would be directly involved in harnessing aggregated data and actively intervening in the work environment if the system’s findings warranted it. One manager from the white collar pilot believed that finding such patterns would be the main functionality of the system; she could not imagine a need for monitoring employees and their environments for long periods of time to determine work patterns. “We do not need to monitor employees and their environment for one year. Maybe with one month, we can detect things in [the] working environment to change or working process that might improve. In big companies like ours … we cannot be with everyone … detecting patterns that can improve the[ir] quality of life.” Another management-level interviewee could not imagine finding patterns for some sort of jobs: “Finding the patterns would be interesting but it depends on the job, like in RE all the tasks are very different; for knowledge worker[s] it is not easy to detect patterns. I could imagine in programing and coding, there are some patterns.”

The other affordance for employer was the possibility of mitigating health-related risks and injuries. The actualization of this affordance would depend upon employees’ effective use of the system. Even though the employer could not be directly involved in actualization of this affordance, they could indirectly be involved with defining strategies to motivate employees to adopt and use the system. “I think the performance of individual[s] and [the] organization is interrelated. Since we cannot force them to use the system, we should motivate them with [a] small bonus or whatever. It can be small or stupid but it can change a lot. Something weird or fun like having breakfast with the boss. It should not be something important but motivating … giving the feeling of belonging to a group and making people happier.”

We categorized the employee affordances into functional ones, physical ones, and those related to information quality and security. Functional affordances help employees accomplish the goal of health enhancement. The main functional affordance from the employee’s point of view was the possibility of being more self-conscious. “We are not conscious of our health [and] in particular our stress. Maybe it [would be] interesting to have [a] different point of view, even it is from a machine. The other employee affordance was the possibility of preventing health issues. “Stress is something important in our job and [a] precondition for our health. I had some people with [a] high level of stress for [a] long time and I saw how their health [was] impacted by that.

Another important affordance for interviewees was long-term support in managing their health and changing bad habits. “It can be an assistance to improve and manage my health. I am now 40 but when I am 55, I do not know if I can handle this level of stress. Right now [a] high [heart] rate is acceptable but when I am 55, it is not. If I cannot manage it right now, it will be a big problem when I become older. I think preventing and changing my [bad] habit[s] in this stage will help me when I am old. I [would] also like to know the things that maybe I do not know now.”

Interestingly, some interviewees expected some economic benefit from using the system. “You can sell the data to who is interested in it. Now companies like Nike or others use the data generated by people [for] free [and] it should not be free.”
Physical affordances are related to the properties of the system’s wearable device. Most of the interviewees expected an ergonomic wearable device that would not afford any harm or distractions. “If it is easy to wear, I do not have [a] problem. If it is useful, I can force myself to wear it as long as it is ergonomic.” Some of the interviewees expected that the system would offer them a secure wearable device that would not easily break. “I do not have any problem [with] wearing it if it is not … disturbing. I am used to it because I had to wear something to monitor my heart rate because of my heart problem. However, my problem is not that. I am more concerned about if I break it or I forget it somewhere.”

Table 1. DOH affordances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employer Affordances</th>
<th>To afford the possibility of detecting and preventing the root causes of health issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of finding patterns in employees’ work behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of mitigating health-related risks and injuries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Affordances</td>
<td>To afford the possibility of increasing self-consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of detecting and preventing health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of changing behaviors at work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of receiving economic benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of long-term health management and preventing serious health-related issues later in life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee Affordances</td>
<td>To afford the possibility of privacy protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of secure data protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To afford the possibility of receiving accurate information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Affordances</td>
<td>To not afford the possibility of protecting the physical security of the device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To not afford the possibility of physical harm (wearable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To not afford the possibility of disturbing and distracting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, information affordances offer secure and accurate interactions with the system. Regarding privacy, one interviewee mentioned, “I am not an important person but it is ethical to keep my information protected. For example, on my mobile I’d not activate my location unless I [was] travelling and I need[ed] my family to know where I am, otherwise my location is not available … I take the active position to protect my personal data and I expected the system will do the same.” Data accuracy was another affordance employees expected from the system: “If I receive an alert, it should be accurate.” In addition, most of the interviewees expected that the system would offer a secure environment for their personal data: “This is the key of the system. It is dependent on the information. Medical information is more sensitive. My movement … is not important. Having the insurance to have the security is so important for me. I need to have the power to manage my data.”

4.2. Affordance appropriation

The following subsection presents factors that influence the appropriation of affordances by employees.

4.2.1. Role tension

A role, as a given social position, is a process that includes three components: (1) structurally-given demands such as norms, expectations, and responsibilities; (2) personal role conception as the inner definition of what someone should think and do; and (3) role behavior as the ways in which members of a particular position act (with and without conscious intention) [33]. It has been argued an individual’s choices are shaped by how that person organizes their total role system and performs well or ill in any role relationship [34]. Role tension can occur as the result of incompatibilities among the many demands of an employee’s work environment, such as contradictory expectations, incompatibilities among certain organizational practices, or inadequate resources to perform tasks [35]. Research evidence has indicated that dysfunctional individuals and organizational consequences result from the existence of role tension [36].

The adoption of a DOH device could result in two different types of role tension: inter-role tension, in which an end user has to find a balance in his/her role system while interacting with the conflicting demands of the DOH system, and intra-role tension, which happens when two stakeholders have conflicting expectations regarding the affordances of the system.

With inter-role tension, some interviewees brought up conflicts between their leisure and work...
roles that resulted in stress. “You know, when I have a deadline and I am so stressed I need to only focus on my work and finish it as soon as possible; then I can go home and relax and be with my family. I try to separate my personal and working lives. I prefer to focus on my work when I am in the office. But if I receive alerts and recommendation[s] to take a break or something it [will] just disturb me and make me nervous.” Another example of inter-role tension occurs when interacting with the system results in conflicts between different work-related roles held by the same person. A management-level interviewee valued the possibility of using DOH to control employees, but at the same time, she was herself an employee concerned about her privacy. “As an employee, I see the benefit; as a manager, I see the benefit...However, this data is so sensitive. It is so important. I am keeping everything secure and protect[ed].”

With intra-role tension, we observed that potential management-level users had different views regarding the various DOH affordances than did employees without any management responsibilities. For instance, while managers tended to be positive about the affordance of employee motivation, believing that gamification and competition might inspire employees to change bad behaviors, employees without management responsibilities were more interested in improving their own levels of self-consciousness through the visibility affordance. They were not at all interested in competing with their colleagues. Mostly, the management-level interviewees made statements such as, “From my point of view, motivation is so important. It is important to motivate people. If the employees could share their performance with colleagues or when [they] want to quit a habit like smoking they can compete and [at] the end of the month the winner could get a trophy or a bonus.” On the other hand, employees without management responsibilities mostly responded with: “I am not interested in any competition; it should be as simple as possible; then it can help.”

4.2.2. Value tension

Value tension has been defined in the literature as situations in which two values that are both important come into conflict. While in some situations there is no other option but to choose one value over the other, it is often helpful to think of ways in which both values can be honored [37]. Newell and Marabelli discuss value tensions related to digital monitoring systems, such as privacy versus security, freedom versus control, and dependence versus independence [38]. Below, each of these value tensions are explained in the context of DOH adoption, as well as how the interviewees’ perceptions of these tensions might influence their interaction with the system.

Privacy versus Security and Wellbeing: While the personalization of data offers health and wellbeing enhancement and a greater level of security at work, the possibility that personal data might be used by the employer or a third party for discriminatory purposes threatens employees’ privacy. Most of the interviewees perceived this value tension as a constraint on the system adoption. “I see the benefit of the system, but how about my privacy?” One interviewee brought up some risks related to the possibility of employers getting access to employees’ health-related information. “I am sure if some managers have access to medical information of the[ir] employees, they could use it for good and bad, like reducing ... work pressure ... it can be bad to fire someone who is sick or is pregnant.” However, if they were sure that the system would secure and protect their data according to the law, they might consider using the system and letting the organization analyze their anonymized aggregated data. “[Personal] data is so sensitive. However, I suppose that it is supported in the design of such systems. In this case, I would not have any problem ... I don’t care if they analyze my information in [a] group but as a person, no. I don’t like it.” On the other hand, some employees facing the same value tension were willing to trade their privacy for access to tangible or intangible values. For some, economic incentives would convince them to give up their privacy: “If there is an economic incentive then you say ok. I [would] give up my privacy to get money or a bonus for it. It should be balanced, you know?”

Freedom versus Control: The adoption of a DOH system means the constant tracking of every movement of the workforce, and using the data to monitor and control their behavior. Since organizations can only analyze data that have been anonymized, the potential users interviewed for this research did not perceive this as a constraint. However, Newell and Marabelli argue that if organizations classified employees into groups according to various criteria, this would result in “social sorting.” It might also lead to long-term discrimination.

Independence versus Dependence: The tradeoff between independence and dependence originates from the tension between the willingness to depend on IT devices and the ability to live without them (i.e., independence). Thus far, we have discussed the potential benefits DOH can offer employers and employees. Adopting this type of system, however, could lead to employees becoming unable to engage in particular activities without it. One of the interviewees was so concerned about this dependency issue that they were
not even willing to try it. “No, I am not going to use it. I do not like to get dependent on technology and I do not like to rely too much on technology. When I am giving a lot of power to technology, I am losing my power as a human.” While other interviewees were also concerned about this issue, they could imagine finding a balance between use and dependency. “I use [a] bracelet for fitness and when I go for [a] run, I use it; and when I am done, I get rid of it. I think we need a balance [between what] we can get from technology and ... humanism.”

4.3. Action tension

DOH’s acquisition of data depends on employees’ active and passive information behaviors. Employees can actively interact with DOH devices through intentional acquisition, for instance by checking their performance on their personal dashboard. In addition to the intentional seeking of health-related information, employees can also receive information without actively looking for it [39-41]. These passive interactions with DOH devices (alerts, recommendations, reminders, etc.) could demand non-work activities (e.g., taking a break, drinking water, competing with colleagues, etc.), and thus would interrupt work-related tasks. While the DOH system is expected to support employees in their effort to manage work-related stress, task interruptions caused by interactions with the technology (alerts, recommendations, reminders, etc.) could also provoke stress in work environments that include high levels of mental pressure. Studies illustrate the negative impact of work interruption on a person’s psycho-physiological state [42, 43].

Employees in the white collar pilot who had jobs involving high levels of mental pressure were more concerned with the degree of disturbance generated by the system than their blue collar counterparts were. Most of the interviewees were primarily concerned with the possibility of conflict between their work and non-work activities. One interviewee mentioned, “It is also about the interaction with the device; if it asks me every 15 minutes to interact then it is invasive.” However, another respondent found this interaction beneficial. She was also concerned about mixing her public and personal lives. “Usually, at work you have [to] focus to have ... efficiency ... [The device] will add a human touch ... to [the] work environment ... There are two different type of stress which I am dealing with. If it’s work-related stress, my solution is to be more efficient at work because normally stress comes from a deadline, so the only way is to work harder. Then if the system distracts me, it will make me more stressed. When it is personal, I cannot do anything about it at work.”

We graphically summarize the findings of our study in Figure 3.

5. Discussion and conclusions

This study adopted two distinct perspectives, employer and employee, to demonstrate the affordances expected from the adoption of digitized health-promoting systems such as DOH devices. Employers were willing to adopt DOH technology to detect and
prevent the root causes of health issues and to find patterns in their employees’ work behaviors that might lead them to mitigate associated health risks and injuries. In addition, for employees, the technology should also offer a means of increasing employees’ level of self-consciousness at work, and additional informational and physical affordances. The expected informational affordances include privacy protection, data security, and information accuracy. The expected physical affordances relate to the physical security of the device and the absence of distraction while wearing the device at work.

We further investigated how the appropriation of these affordances might influence the beliefs and actions of employees, and found three main types of tensions that could affect the appropriation of affordances: (1) value tension (privacy vs. security and wellbeing, control vs. freedom, and dependency vs. independence), (2) action tension (work vs. leisure activities), and (3) role tension (leisure vs. work roles).

5.1. Implications for practice and theory

The findings of this study suggest that even though the introduction of digitized health-promoting systems offers potential benefits for both employers and employees, the application of these systems might instigate social tensions. These tensions could result in system rejection. Moreover, even if employees are successfully persuaded to use these systems, they could negatively influence employees’ performance and productivity.

In this study, we focused on introducing the digitized devices in an organizational setting and presented three tensions that emerged from their adoption; we believe that they are also likely to result from the implementation of similar digital solutions introduced via the IT consumerization trend. The term IT consumerization is used to describe the increasing diffusion of technology initially designed for consumer marketplaces [44] such as social media [45], online shopping websites [46], mobile apps [47] and wearables [48] for use in an occupational context [49]. This, in turn, is influencing company structure and in the long run will affect society [50]. Consequently, we need to explore the role of IT consumerization in changing the social structure of companies and the consequences of such changes.

The findings of this research demonstrate that the integration of work and life through the adoption of this type of system may endanger stable job boundaries and increase the potential for role stress [50]. Role stress is a commonly studied work-related issue [51]. These findings also underscore the importance of action tension, which is another source of work stress.

Work stress can cause employee burnout [52] and diminished organizational commitment and performance [53]. Therefore, we suggest that future IS research should be conducted that considers the impact of these tensions on workforce productivity and performance. It would be beneficial to identify approaches to managing and preventing these negative impacts, and define the functional and managerial requirements for designing and implementing these systems.

Value tensions can cause employees to reject this type of technology. Conflicting organizational and individual expectations, and aligned expectations but conflicting approaches to appropriating values both result in value tension. For instance, though both employers and employees expect DOH technology “to afford the possibility of mitigating … health related risks and injuries,” employers could seek to appropriate this affordance by controlling employees’ behaviors; this would result in value tension. On the other hand, if appropriation of this affordance by employees demands so much interaction with the system and non-related work activities in the work environment that it reduces their productivity, use of the device will conflict with the employer’s goals. Thus, even if the expected affordances are aligned, the conflicting means of appropriation would cause value tension. We propose avoiding this type of tension by perceiving and analyzing the organizational value of these technologies as one would an ecosystem in which the technology’s affordances and their appropriation by employers and employees are aligned and balanced.

Thus, the proper design and management of these systems requires a “big picture” view of the individual and organizational affordances and how the functions and features of the system support their appropriation. During the design phase, designers should identify different stakeholders’ affordances, as well as the relevant features that would enable the appropriation of those affordances, and conflicting affordances and/or conflicting appropriations. Then, the system’s architecture and features should be combined, modified, and refined to prevent conflict.

Even though it is possible to prevent the conflicts through better designs, to some extent conflicts may continue to occur during actual use. In this case, we believe the concept of “shared affordance” described by Leonardi [54] is relevant to conflict resolution during actual use. Leonardi suggests that the introduction of new technology only results in organizational change when “users converge on a shared appropriation of the new technology’s features such that the affordances the technology provides are jointly realized.” In order to achieve this shared affordance, it is important for employers to align their appropriation
with their employees, and openly share and communicate their approach. For instance, with DOH devices employees are highly concerned about their privacy. If employers openly discuss how they are going to use the data for the benefit of employees – and not against them – and regularly communicate the outcome of their appropriation, they may positively influence their employees’ attitudes towards the system.

5.2. Limitations and future work

While our study lays a foundation for identifying the impact of introducing consumerized IT into organizations based on their social structure, this work does have several limitations. The major restriction pertains to the sample and project setting of Active@work. Focusing only on two work environments, one with a high level of mental workload and the other with a high level of physical workload, served to limit our target sample to white and blue collar workers. In addition, despite the natural limitations of qualitative research, since this study was restricted to the pre-implementation phase, it was not possible to study actual appropriation. It is important to further investigate the impact of the identified tensions on user beliefs and actions during actual use, as it appears to be necessary to propose effective design guidelines for DOH technologies.
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